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LAW’S KNOWLEDGE AND LAW’S EFFECTIVENESS: REFLECTIONS FROM LEGAL SOCIOLOGY AND LEGAL THEORY

Abstract: Legal sociology is in a crisis – or so it is said. The field is not widely represented at Law Faculties today and, the claim goes, is in dire need of a new spirit. Meanwhile, scholars who are working in the area cover a wide array of research questions, ranging from criminology to family law, from urban governance to transitional justice, illustrating thus a fine sensitivity for important and fast evolving areas. This paper argues that indeed our times offer a great host of promising opportunities for legal sociological research. In midst of a truly dramatic economic crisis where anchoring points and orientations have been upset, a broad search for adequate regulatory responses is underway. In this climate of reassessing the lessons of reflexive and responsive law, of legal pluralism and ‘law & society’ with view to their re-invigoration for our times, legal sociology is itself seemingly undergoing a transformation of its own: today’s research methodology must pay heed to the advances made since Weber, Durkheim, Ehrlich and Gurvitch and translate them into a distinctly cross-disciplinary context, comparative and transnational context.
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A. SOCIOLOGICAL VIEWPOINTS ON LEGAL SOCIOLOGY†

With considerable regularity, the established and functioning scientific apparatus is able to reshape itself, to confirm or change its course and the respective lenses of observation through the rationalization of themes, trends and through the identification of individuals and groups of scholars who are being associated with these developments. This exercise, leaving its traces in conferences, edited volumes and the formation of scientific associations, is largely centred around the formulation, assessment and defence of scholarly projects and tasks. The importance of such undertakings lies, however, in their ability to never let the forces of institutionalization, formalization and bureaucratization take the upper hand over the continuing diversity and curiosity that reigns beneath their surface. The awarding of academic honours and prizes themselves are part of the institutionalization of scholarly projects, but they come with the calming realization that, despite all the festivity, it is clear to everyone that there is no one who deserves the prize. There is in fact no prize recipient. What remains is the constantly nagging doubt whether curiosity and critical inquiry still govern our search, whether ears and eyes continue to be open.

The following observations focus on a number of well-known and recently emerging research challenges to the sociology of law. In this undertaking I am served by two reference points, one being the state, the other one being the market. The protagonists are Michael Kumpfmüller and Josef Ackermann, but also Theodor Baums. We are reading Kumpfmüller -the Berlin based novelist, the author and creator of Hampels Fluchten\(^1\), Durst\(^2\) and the recently published novel Nachricht an Alle\(^3\), because his themes are those of legal sociology. Particularly in Durst and

---

\(^{1}\) MICHAEL KUMPFMÜLLER, HAMPELS FLUCHTEN (2002)
\(^{2}\) MICHAEL KUMPFMÜLLER, DURST (2003)
\(^{3}\) MICHAEL KUMPFMÜLLER, NACHRICHT AN ALLE (2008)
Nachricht, the author succeeds in providing us with an immensely poignant and inspiring view on the methodological challenges that we confront in our professional attempts at positioning the law today within and beyond the nation state. Another figure, well worthy of our attention is Theodor Baums, a banking and corporate law professor at Johann Wolfgang Goethe-University in Frankfurt, who some years ago presided over a governmental expert commission on Corporate Governance.\textsuperscript{4} Finally, then, we are well advised to consider Josef Ackermann, the Swiss-born banker who since 2002 has been leading the Deutsche Bank in Frankfurt. The study of these personalities promises a number of lessons about the development of the market, its relation to the state and the role of the law.

\section*{B. LAW'S EFFECTIVENESS: COMPARATIVE GLIMPSES}

State and Market, Kumpfmüller, Baums and Ackermann: the central legal-sociological question raised in this constellation is about the effectiveness of law. This well-known question\textsuperscript{5} remains of great importance still today.\textsuperscript{6} And yet, the sheer wealth of scientific research and methodological contestation surrounding the issue of law’s effectiveness only underscores the distance between scholarly innovation and the current, far-reaching absence of legal sociological work in today’s law school curricula. In spite of an arduous production of scholarship and discourse at symposia, roundtables and dedicated research centres in legal sociology\textsuperscript{7}, the field appears esoteric and, at best, irrelevant to today’s law students in dire need of ‘skill training’ and practical instruction.\textsuperscript{8} In the current climate, there is indeed little reason to think, expect and even less to hope that most law students at the time of graduation would have had a meaningful exposure to legal sociological investigations of the sources of law, the effectiveness and the contested boundaries of law:\textsuperscript{9} along with philosophy of law, legal theory and legal history, the sociology of law is among the very rarely found fields of instruction in contemporary legal curricula.

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{itemize}
  \item Manfred Rehbinder/Helmut Schelsky (Ed.), \textit{ZUR EFFEKTIVITÄT DES RECHTS}, 1972.
  \item 'Wie Wirkt Recht?' \textit{Interdisziplinäre Rechtsforschung zwischen Rechtswirklichkeit, Rechtsanalyse und Rechtsgestaltung.} 1. Congress of the German-language Associations in Legal Sociology (Germany – Austria – Switzerland) 4-6 September 2008, University of Lucerne.
  \item http://www.isa-sociology.org/rc12_sociolegal.htm
  \item See, for example, http://legalscholarshipblog.com/2008/12/08/technology-ethics-and-the-practice-of-law-training-the-21st-century-law-student-san-diego-2/; see also the recently reformed third-year program at Washington & Lee University School of Law, focusing entirely on practical instruction, contract drafting and mediation: http://law.wlu.edu/thirdyear/
\end{itemize}
\end{footnotesize}
In 1935, Karl Llewellyn voiced an elaborate critique against himself and his colleagues for having only the faintest clue of what it was they were really teaching their students, given that they had no understanding of the legal practice students were entering after graduation.\(^\text{10}\) It was a challenging path that Llewellyn and some of his contemporaries had been embarking on, a path that would take them towards a more solid engagement in their research with empirical data\(^\text{11}\) on the one hand, and while pursuing a relentless demystification of legal formalism on the other.\(^\text{12}\) Retrospectively, we might say that the Realists’ engagement and critique eventually unfolded in a considerable normalization – “We are all Realists now.”\(^\text{13}\) But we are also advised to remain mindful how Legal Realism had to struggle with the polemical critique that posited that the Realists’ embrace of empiricism had allegedly led them to hold crude, theory-bare reality views. This tension that unfolded around a number of heated exchanges\(^\text{14}\) is (we should underline however), only too reflective of the field’s ambitious endeavour: the ongoing methodological inquiries into the foundations and orientations of legal sociological work are a strong testimony of the fact that legal sociology, much like any other ‘foundational’ field in law, continues to evolve.\(^\text{15}\)

This perspective on the evolution of legal realism and ‘law and society’ in the Anglo-American and Anglo-Saxon context finds important correlatives in Western Europe: the Western Welfare State made extremely ambitious demands of the legal system, the lawyers in the legislature, the judiciary and the administrations required sensibility to a constantly changing legal reality.\(^\text{16}\) It is no surprise that the realization “We are all Realists” is uttered today in a state of considerable exhaustion and sobriety. Acutely, Habermas in the mid-1980s observed a crisis of the Welfare

\(^{10}\) Karl Llewellyn, *On What is Wrong With So-Called Legal Education*, 35 Columbia Law Review 651 (1935)


State and the exhaustion of utopian energies. And as such, it comes as no surprise that the efforts made towards a resurrection of legal sociology occurred during the last days of the Welfare State, that had once so ambitiously entered the stage of legal, political, economic and social regulation. Its emergence is intimately connected to the questions surrounding the fate and prospects of law. In the European context, this question was neither asked nor was an answer attempted without a reference to the state. The welfare state differed from the social state in that it no longer merely sought to identify and to respond to ‘social problems’ but instead set out to resolve them as part of a comprehensive mandate of social engineering. Today, predominantly under the pressure of the transnationalization of human affairs, the law-state nexus has become extremely porous and contested, something that legal sociologists had certainly extrapolated already a long time ago. Then and now, law is apparently caught between either claiming its autonomous nature or by incessantly constructing its character through a historically informed reflection on the ebbs and flows of social regulation and state-originating legal intervention. It is this champ de travail that opens in the late 1970s and early 1980s in Europe and from which many long-lasting impulses will emanate into, for example, present day discussions around delegated powers and the legitimacy of private ordering.

While the emerging concepts of “procedural” and “reflexive law” in German legal theoretical and sociological debates and of “responsive law” in the U.S discourse share some overlapping

---


18 GRALF-PETER CALLIES, PROZEDURALES RECHT (1999); PEER ZUMBAENSEN, ORDNUNGSMUSTER IM MODERNEN WOHLFAHRTSSSTAAT. LERNERFAHRUNGEN ZWISCHEN STAAT, GESELLSCHAFT UND VERTRAG (2000); CHRISTOPH MÖLLERS, STAAT ALS ARGUMENT (2000).


22 See, for example, GREGOR BACHMANN, PRIVATE ORDNUNG (2006); Johannes Köndgen, Privatisierung des Rechts. Private Governance zwischen Deregulierung und Rekons titualisierung, 206 ACP 477 (2006).


concerns regarding both law’s effectiveness and boundaries. Their ensuing trajectories appear to have proceeded in less parallel fashion. German legal theorists and sociologists appeared to have worked in the wake of Weber’s observation that “the world is disenchanted”, and from then on the progression of legal thought had to move through a brief but ardent positivism v. natural law-debate after the War on to Rule-of-Law v. Social/Welfare State-discussions in the 1950s and 1960s onwards to numerous differentiations of legal regulation in a powerfully unfolding pluralistic, post-industrial society. In face of this breath-taking evolution of law as an integral part of political, social and economic change, it could ever less be understood as a meta-program deriving its legitimacy from a comprehensive and unified normative framework, but instead as one among other contestable rationality forms in society. Nowhere has this argument been put forward in more radical fashion than in Niklas Luhmann’s early sociology of law, spelling out in nuce the research program and the concept of society in Systems Theory. Standing on systems theoretical grounds, the concept of reflexive law that historically emerged during an important and challenging period unfolding between 1968 and the end of the socialist-liberal coalition in Bonn with an ardent debate about West German identity, international security politics, U.S.-German relations erupting around the stationing of Pershing and Cruise Missile rockets in Germany by U.S. military in the early 1980s, early on confronted a number of substantive critiques. The range of these contestations included, from the left, the recognition of the concept as representing an anti-emancipatory affirmation of the status quo to, in theoretical terms, the contention of reflexive law rendering a soft and not sufficiently stringent application


28 Gustav Radbruch, Gesetzliches Unrecht und übergesetzliches Recht, 1 SJZ 105 (1946); Stanley L. Paulson, On the Background and Significance of Gustav Radbruch’s Post-War Papers, 26 OXFORD JOURNAL OF LEGAL STUDIES 17 (2006).

29 On the one hand: Ernst Forsthoff, Begriff und Wesen des sozialen Rechtsstaates, 12 VERÖFFENTLICHUNGEN DER VEREINIGUNGEN DER DEUTSCHEN STAATSRECHTSLEHRER 8 (1954); on the other: Rudolf Wiethölter, Die Position des Wirtschaftsrechts im sozialen Rechtsstaat, in: WIRTSCHAFTSORDNUNG UND REchtsORDNUNG, FESTSCHRIFT FÜR FRANZ BÖHM ZUM 70. GEBURSTAG 41 (Coing/Kronstein/Mestmäcker Ed. 1965).


of the theory of autopoiesis to the field of law.\textsuperscript{33} As governance challenges continued to accrue under the pressure of Europeanization\textsuperscript{34} and Internationalization\textsuperscript{35} of a fast-evolving post-industrial society, this was reflected in an intensification of legal theoretical and legal sociological work altogether showing a continuous expansion of legal imagination beyond a traditional state-based doctrinal focus towards ambitiously interdisciplinary deconstructions of law’s boundaries.\textsuperscript{36}

In the U.S., this process remained less tarnished by imminent pressures on its political sovereignty understanding that would compare to those facing the EC\textsuperscript{37} and, eventually, EU member states. Legal debates have long been characterized by the tandem of pronounced battles over civil liberties on the one hand and federalism on the other – often times almost indistinguishably so.\textsuperscript{38} Seen through the lens of power struggles, identified under a lens of evolving post-industrial society, this was reflected in an intensification of legal theoretical and legal sociological work altogether showing a continuous expansion of legal imagination beyond a traditional state-based doctrinal focus towards ambitiously interdisciplinary deconstructions of law’s boundaries.\textsuperscript{36}

\textsuperscript{33} Niklas Luhmann, \textit{Einige Probleme mit "reflexivem Recht"}, 6 ZEITSCHRIFT FÜR RECHTSSOZIOLOGIE 1 (1985); Niklas Luhmann, \textit{Some Problems with Reflexive Law}, in: \textit{STATE, LAW AND ECONOMY AS AUTOPOETIC SYSTEMS} 389 (Teubner/Febraro Ed. 1992); for reflections on Teubner’s influence on legal theory, see the contributions to Graft-Peter Calliess/Andreas Fischer-Lescano/Dan Wielsh/Peer Zumbansen (Ed.), \textit{SOZIOLOGISCHE JURISPRUDENZ. FESTSCHRIFT FÜR GUNTER TEUBNER ZUM 65. GEBURTSTAG}, 2009


circled around matters of access to justice, issues of equality, distribution, and identity or the transformation of the political-legal system.

Here and there, not least under the impression of persistently mobilized claims by legal sociologists, anthropologists and theorists regarding the importance of disentangling the legal system from either pre-existing or alternative modes of social ordering, legal doctrine eventually began to embrace concepts of law developed neither out of the authority of the state nor on the grounds of a coherent normative framework. Many of the German anxieties about the failure of the Welfare State did not directly echo in the U.S., where the debate continued to evolve more around the tension between form (rules) and substance (standards), boiling down in the end to the question whether it should be in the judge’s discretion to make law. In 1976, Duncan Kennedy noted: “[T]he social engineering approach has not produced convincing results beyond the confines of particular fields. Generalizations that at first seem highly plausible turn out on further examination to be false, or at least no more convincing than diametrically opposed counter principles.” While more recent iterations of such contestations only rarely make references to ‘legal pluralism’, they either tend to take on specialized arenas of social-legal theory or continue to confront hard lines in established areas. Characterizing the


44 Probably one of the best analysis of the form-substance distinction has been provided by Duncan Kennedy, *Form and Substance in Private Law Adjudication*, 89 Harv. L. Rev. 1685 (1976).

45 *Id.*, at 1704.

46 See, for example, the work in legal geography by Nicholas Blomley, *Landscapes of Property*, in: *The Legal Geographies Reader. Law, Power, and Space* 118 (Blomley/Delaney/Ford Ed. 2001), and Richard Ford, *Law’s
contemporary debate, in slightly more accentuated form in the U.S. than in Germany, is a particular polarization of political and theoretical camps.\(^{48}\) An extremely prolific legal theoretical and political debate has thus grown out of the post-Realist Critical Legal Studies movement with its soon following differentiations into Feminist Legal Studies and Critical Race Theory, into Post-Colonial Studies, ‘Third World Approaches to International Law’ [TWAIL] and critical public international law developing in parallel with an immensely influential ‘prairie fire’ of the “Law & Economics” school. Indeed, as with the force of a prairie fire\(^ {49}\) its adepts have taken charge of law school posts, judicial benches and curricula.

C. LAW’S SOBRIETY

These legal theoretical and legal sociological efforts to think of ‘alternatives to law’ are intimately tied to a search for ‘alternative’ law.\(^ {50}\) This, however, suggests an ability of doing things differently, of finding recognizable discernable solutions, instead of dismissing the project of legal regulation as futile from the start. Critical, political, alternative theories of law, then, have long been dealing with the polemical observation that they lack stringency and coherence, which makes them—due to their missive doctrinal solidity—eventually impractical. Not a nice situation! Even less, when it turns out that—extreme cases aside—despite an alternative, perhaps with a richer reasoning the case’s outcome would not necessarily always have to be a different one.\(^ {51}\) Yet, those who believe that courts are either overburdened with cases, or that courts have neither the time nor the competence to adjudicate cases arising out of complex transactions, are

---


likely to question whether anybody should be engaging in such scientific expounding of law and the politics of adjudication at all.

Law as the labour of Sisyphus on the legal paradox could just possibly subside in purely pragmatic fashion, making room for common sense assessments of the solutions that situations call for. Such pragmatic, neo-formalistic approaches, however, stand in stark contrast to the depth and breadth of legal deconstructivist, legal sociological and theoretical insights gained over the last decades. Centrally, the currently dominating (neo-) formalist and (neo-)functionalist critique of adjudication hopes to make invisible the fact that underneath each legal case lies a social conflict, a real story, a human fate that the law must inevitably transgress and alienate in order to address it as a ‘legal’ issue. Yet, it has long been clear that such abstraction will inevitably turn into 'nonsense' where its artificial nature is denied. Thus, on both sides of the political spectrum, citizens doubt and despair over law, finding it not to be ‘on top of the times’. But now, what? The economistic dismissal of law in the name of social self-regulation and market ordering that has been marking the last two decades, can easily be seen to make the same mistakes that legal formalism was guilty of some one hundred years ago. By relying on terminology to capture what in fact are deep-running, irreconcilable differences and conflicts, these scholars suggest that law should be substituted by ‘social norms’. Legal pluralism then, social norms now? Only, with different politics? Legal theory and legal sociology can only hope to make sense of this paradox by repositioning the question as to how these social norms differ from law as to one about why this distinction matters.

On the political right, law is being purified, detached and neutralized because it is being held accountable for not being able to adequately respond to the hyperbolic demands of a complex, globally spanning market society. Somewhere on the left, law is still understood as a sticky substance that attaches itself to the course of the world as an empowering reminder of unattained business, of unfulfilled or repeatedly shattered hopes, of exclusion and exploitation. Given that law protects expectations through its formalized operational structure, it tracks and records patterns of hope, experience and decisions. But on both sides, Weber’s disenchanted world fuses


53 See already the critique by Felix Cohen, Transcendental Nonsense and the Functional Approach, 35 COLUMBIA LAW REVIEW 809 (1935).


into the legitimation crisis\(^{57}\) onwards into the eventually dawning post-modern realization of the centrality and fragility of knowledge.\(^{58}\) On the left, attempts are made to save law, either as procedural framework for societal deliberation\(^{59}\), a civil culture of disputes\(^{60}\) or in defence against its one-sided appropriation.\(^{61}\) It is against the paradox of the congruent methodologies of approaching the difference between law and non-law described above that today we deal with the uncertainty over the political orientations – their progressive or conservative nature – of projects such as those focusing on the ‘experimental society’, the ‘post-modern state’\(^{62}\), or the ‘global Bukowina’ with law caught up in transnational regime collisions.\(^{63}\) This is likely not a productive or appropriate line of questioning. The depiction of law as a social system with a particular rationality points to an altogether more complex and more problematic relationship between law and social reform projects that wish to instrumentalize law for their purposes.

Today, we are all ‘Realists’ to the degree that we have learned to look skeptically at law’s abstractions and its alleged purity. But, we have also all become ‘Economists’, maybe more so: realizing the degree to which law in the process of Weber’s rationalistic disenchantment of the world and in Forsthoff’s neutralization of the industrial society\(^{64}\) has been depicted as a ‘serving’ one.\(^{65}\) We are indeed hard-pressed to accept the continuing and dominating force of economic rationality over other societal rationalities. When Rudolf Wiethölter in 1971 asked his audience to reflect on the way in which we might understand economic practice as a source of law, he did


\(^{62}\) Karl-Heinz Ladeur, Der Staat gegen die Gesellschaft (2006), Chapter V, A, B.


so in a particularly challenging manner. Well aware of the contemporary reliance on economic rationality as governing philosophy and also of the fact that it would take a 30 minutes lecture to convince his friends, but more than a lifetime to convince his enemies, he nevertheless used this opportunity to critically assess the ability of law and legal theory to adequately take into account societal conditions. Critiquing law’s crude appropriation of economic thinking, Wiethölter described the world inhabited by law (and by lawyers) as pre-scientific, pre-industrial and pre-democratic. Wiethölter found law’s (and the lawyers’) pitiful condition to be the result partly of its (their) deafness to other scientific voices, the lack of methodological toolkit necessary to confront the challenges of the 21st century as well as its (their) blissfully naïve trust in law being able, somewhere between state and society, to bring about freedom. To speak in this context of economic practice as a source of law, he found to be a call to arms as much as pure nonsense. This assessment resounds strikingly with today’s iterations of social norms and their alleged challenge to law. In their oppositional stance, much of the ‘law and norms’ (sic!) scholarship expresses little interest in what law and norms actually do have in common.

As ‘norms’ scholars lament, for example, the pitfalls of alleged consumer protectionist or equity-driven adjudication as an expression of an activist judiciary or as inappropriate regulatory intervention, they highlight the promises of social norms, soft law or alternative forms of conflict resolution. This creation of these distinctions, however, prevents them from having to confront the deeply paradoxical nature of ‘law’ here and ‘norms’ there. This is regrettable as it severes the ties to a longstanding legal theoretical investigation into the nature of law, which has for a good part of history been an inquiry into the relationship between law and non-law. This history has (should have) taught us that ‘law’ must inevitably be concerned with the to-and-fro between form and substance, which is nothing else than the existential dispute between law and social norm. Based on these distinctions, we are presented with the choice between state and market, between law and norms, between state ‘intervention’ and societal self-regulation. This line of argument, however, ignores long-standing Legal Realist insights into the legal nature of markets and the relational nature of rights, insights that are of greatest importance again today where calls for ‘more market’ or ‘tougher regulation’ resound strangely out-of-touch with the complex realities of post-Welfare State regulatory regimes.

Where the scholar of systems theory soberly (or, disillusioned?) records the economy’s imperialist and hegemonic stronghold over society, the critical legal scholar might wish to

---


continue to break this self-fulfilling prophecy. Eventually, however, both accept the challenge to reach beyond the self-immunization of the market as a given, neutral sphere of human interaction. Yet, while the former is likely to be unhappy, the latter is certain to despair in the face of complex societal, transnational conditions that place a particular sound-barrier before calls for a re-politicization of law. Today’s society does not allow for a straight-forward solution to ‘problems’. So, what to ‘do’ now? Read more? Run for office? Buy a motorcycle?

D. Kumpfmüller’s State

Finally, we turn to Kumpfmüller and Ackermann. In Durst Kumpfmüller reports in bloodchilling soberness how a young single mother one hot summer afternoon abandons her two children in their locked bedroom, with a couple of picnic size juice boxes. The novella, which according to the backcover is based on a true story, tells how the woman spends the next days, how she goes shopping, meets her (abusive) lover and her girl friend, whom she informs that the children are with their grandparents. During these days her thoughts repeatedly recur to the many impressions and reminiscences connected to the children, the unrelenting demands of caring for two children, their age-related quarrels and their never-ending questions. But, she also thinks of how they might just now be sitting by the window awaiting her return, how they sleep or sit on the floor, drinking juice. The woman in the book entitled Durst (Thurst) is constantly drinking something. Apparently, she is always thirsty. What for? A more fulfilled, happier life? A life without having to live with children from two different men in an apartment without much money? A life in which her lover would be sensitive and caring? A life, in which her mother would not equate the absence of a father and husband with the daughter’s personal failure? A life, in which her girl friend would not satisfy herself with the answers received, but would prompt the woman to speak about how things really are, the children, life? At the end of the book, the woman returns to the house, sits in the hallway outside her apartment door, where the police found the children to have died of thirst.

What is this book concerned with? What is the law concerned with when addressing this event as a legal case? How can the law know what it needs to know to adequately connect the story in the book with the case it has to solve? Whose failure is it? The mother’s, the society’s (with the girl friend, the lover, the woman’s mother – living in the same apartment building, the neighbors as stand-ins), the state that remains ignorant of all protagonists until it is too late? What does the law know of all this?

Kumpfmüller’s Nachricht an alle [News for Everyone], published in 2008, deals with the life of a (fictional) German politician, the Secretary of the Interior, by the name of Selden. Selden holds office in a time after September 11th – i.e. the present. While he is in the U.S. on an official visit, he receives a text message on his cellphone, sent to him by his daugther from a passenger airplane

on the way from Rome to Stockholm. In the message the daughter tells her father that her plane is about to crash. Only much later, indeed after Selden had to speak publicly about the possible causes and relevance of this accident, will it become known that the plane crash did not result from a terrorist attack.

Selden is the Secretary of the Interior of a country with considerable social unrest, with political and economic strikes, a country described as being in a climate of general uncertainty, some of which is likely to result of terrorism-related anxieties. As such, Selden is a familiar, contemporary character. On its face, the account of how Selden absolves one meeting, one press conference after another, raises the reader’s question how Selden – as a an office holder or as a private citizen – will deal with his anguish about the loss of his daughter, given that many expect from him an interpretation of the yet unknown causes of the air plane’s crash. Will he as Secretary of the Interior argue for the need of heightened security in the face of a terrorist attack? Or, will he continue to carry on as before. And this raises the question when it all began – and when it might end.

Kumpfmüller’s account of Selden’s actions and thoughts is nothing short of a masterful observation of law’s effectiveness. This law is being prepared in ministries, channelled through parliamentary assemblies and implemented. What are the goals that the law pursues? What is the knowledge on which the creation and implemention of laws is based? Selden’s questions, which he ponders while he stares out of the windows of his office, become the questions of the state itself, of the state and its functioning – with or without the law. As such, they are society’s questions: Selden’s exhaustion in trying to find answers is paralleled by the state’s exhaustion in the absence of coherence, of starting and reference points. But, because he is the Secretary of the Interior, sitting in his office while contemplating his life, he is the state contemplating itself. Selden and the state become artefacts, nodal points of a relentless, never-ending, non-hierarchial knowledge process – echoed in today’s administrative science’s depiction of the state’s dependence on and involvement in society’s generation of knowledge.\footnote{Karl-Heinz Ladeur, Postmoderne Rechtstheorie (1992); Karl-Heinz Ladeur, Der “Eigenwert” des Rechts - Die Selbstorganisationsfähigkeit der Gesellschaft und die relationale Rationalität des Rechts, in: DIE ZUKUNFT DES RECHTS 31 (Meier-Schatz Ed. 1998).}

Is this story of the state’s exhaustion? A story about the end of the state? For better, or for worse? Are we asking the right questions? Selden, the Secretary of the Interior, knows these are the wrong questions. Or at maybe, they just have to be asked differently. If Selden’s exhaustion is not different from the state’s exhaustion, which is only a representation of society’s exhaustion, we keep going in circles. At the same time, this is the only way, it seems, to ask a question. By paralleling Selden’s exhaustion and questions with those of state and society, the author Kumpfmüller deprives everyone of a position of primacy or of occupying a privileged vantage point ‘with a view’. Selden’s exhaustion is the exhaustion of utopian Energies some thirty years ago when privatization came to substitute juridification, and contractualization began to sit side by side with administrative acts. Full employment then, September 11th today. Exhausted institutions, exhausted utopias.
E. ACKERMANN’S MARKET

Let us move away from the books and turn our attention to codes of conduct, best practices, recommendations and corporate governance codes. These are the law’s new text. We can study their emergence through the protagonists Josef Ackermann and Theodor Baums. The latter chaired the German federal government’s corporate governance commission between 2000 and 2001 and prepared a comprehensive 300 pages report focusing on the needed repairs to the body of German stock corporation law with view to making it ‘globally competitive’. The central recommendation of his report to the Ministry of Justice was to convene a follow-up commission with the mandate of drafting a Corporate Governance Code. This code would have to connect tradition and revolution: on the one hand, the code, which was issued a mere year later, in 2002, would have to present the central features of the existing law to the foreign reader (and prospective investor) in a concentrated and accessible manner. In this respect, the Code contains a largely descriptive portion related to the existing law governing stock corporations. On the other hand, the Code includes a long list of recommendations and suggestions that tell a tale of the slowly but surely evolving transformation of the German ‘variety of capitalism’. On the small space of fourteen pages, the Code thus brings together hard and soft law, the law of today and, perhaps, of tomorrow.

The governing idea behind the Code is, admittedly, the creation of more transparency as well as the ‘soft’ governance of the market through a distinct form of inducing a publicly accountable self-regulation of German corporations adhering to the Code. If a corporation decides not to observe the recommendations of a Code, it must issue a statement to that effect in its annual report. The corporation is, however, not obliged to offer justifications. This is of great interest in the context of our inquiry into the ‘how’ of law’s effectiveness. The brief, largely academic debate regarding the legal nature of the Code, including the question whether or not already the Commission itself had lacked a constitutional mandate to engage in law-making, eventually
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subsided as the Legislator avoided any reference to this issue when it codified the corporations’ obligation to issue the annual statement regarding its compliance.  

Under the watch of a standing commission and in the face of a relatively dynamic academic debate regarding the Code’s ‘success’, the Code has undergone a number of amendments over the years since its initial drafting. There is, to be sure, a continued lack of consensus with regard to the effectiveness of the Code as a means of (legal) regulation. Even with a growing number of adhering corporations, it is anything but clear whether there has been any ‘impact’, whether the Code has led to an improved standing of German corporations on global financial markets – a concern, certainly, that has been attaining yet an entirely more accentuated meaning in a context of dramatically scarce funds going around. This is aggravated by an underlying fundamental uncertainty about how to adequately measure the connection between a corporation’s observance of the Code’s soft law segments and its improved economic performance.

Mr Baums himself has been playing a particularly interesting role in the afterlife of the Code. He found himself, having stepped down from chairing a highly renowned commission in never-ending media and academic attention, increasingly entangled in a complex web of official and unofficial, hard and soft laws. When faced with the resistance of German leading managers against the Code’s plea to individually list the elements of executive compensation, Baums announced he would take this issue to Berlin, i.e. to lobby for the codification of this previously soft obligation. The train of the German economy’s self-regulation was thus rerouted, with the result of an admittedly altogether not convincing law ordaining the individual listing of board members’ compensation except where a qualified majority of shareholders chose to vote against this disclosure. What is the lesson learned? What does this tell us about law’s effectiveness? This question gains particular relevance where we remember that the original question always carried a critical component with it: the inquiry into law’s effectiveness is one that goes both ways. Inquiring into law’s effectiveness implies a critique of the means and the end. This story speaks of the ambiguities that surround the emergence of new, alternative forms of regulation and it is an account of the challenges and intricacies of institutionalizing alternative modes of legal governance in a highly codified and formalized civil law system.

Arguably, then, the real hero of the transformation of German capitalism is Josef Ackermann. Assuming, in 2002, the role of Speaker and CEO of the Deutsche Bank, he left little doubt from the beginning as to his ambition to restructure the Board towards a the crucial role now occupied by himself. The French Le Monde promptly speculated about an eventual cultural revolution while German newspapers were no less imaginative in their colourful picturing of the changes that would come of Ackermann’s tenure. While many expected that Josef Ackermann, an ambitious manager of decidedly global orientation, would take the lead in order to fill the role of

---


an authoritative CEO more than adhering to the existing collegial and consensual form of government prescribed by German stock corporation law, these concerns turned out to be somewhat unnecessary. Ackermann convened an executive committee, closely positioned around the Speaker, and this eventually resulted in a Group Executive Committee, consisting of members of the board but also of managers of other important business partners of the Bank. All’s well that ends well? What about the relationship between the board of managers and the supervisory board, especially in light of the important legislative changes brought about in the past in order to improve the level of control of the latter over the former?78 The Deutsche Bank appears to be in loyal observance of the Code and itself propagates an effective communication with the supervisory board.

On its website, the Bank publishes a comprehensive report regarding its compliance with the Code and with other corporate governance principles it pursues. The level of (self)regulation is amplified to a degree that render the formal, official regulatory framework almost invisible. The Bank observes the Code, which itself is not law – as we are told by the drafting body – and it adheres to such corporate governance principles that have gained wide market acceptance.

And, in July 2008, Josef Ackermann was appointed honorary professor at the University of Frankfurt. Moreover, three years before, his nomination was successfully resisted by a number of University members including the student council (ASTA). Now, at the time of his final appointment, several University officials lauded this event as a ‘successful integration of market and science’. Others commented on the appointment as a quid-pro-quo and as returned favors in light of the substantial financial gifts from the Bank to the University, in particular the banking and corporate law-focused Institute for Law and Finance.79 The German weekly, Der Spiegel, reported the University’s Economics Department’s Dean, Wolfgang König, to have observed that ‘Ackermann was an expert, and his moral qualities were not at issue’. The Dean reportedly went on to say that Ackermann with his particular corporate policy had the interests of shareholders in mind, which itself was important teaching substance for students: ‘He does banking strategy, he does banking structure, and these fields cannot be debated without touching on shareholder value, which formed a part of the curriculum. The Director of the Institute of Social Institute [and successor of Jürgen Habermas at the Department of Philosophy – PZ], originally founded by Adorno and Horkheimer, Professor Axel Honneth, has no quarrel with this assessment. Yet the many connections and ties between the University and Deutsche Bank, including the newly built ‘House of Finance’ on the University’s new campus in the Westend of Frankfurt, co-financed by the Deutsche Bank, gave a somewhat stale taste to the fact that top managers of such important a sponsor received academic honorary titles.80
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interviewed back in February 2008, the year of Ackermann’s appointment regretted the reduction in course offerings in the area of social care, welfare and pensions insurance in contrast to the increased offers of finance oriented courses.

This local example is hardly comprehensible without casting an eye to its transnational dimensions. The justifications offered by the Economics Dean can well be read as a reflection of a long-standing shifting of governance and subsistence balances between state and market. In contrast, the remarks of the Professor of Philosophy rings strangely helpless. In the face of such fast-changing relations between public and private and the pressure on actors on both sides, we are well advised to cast our view beyond the local context, into a world in which Niklas Luhmann raised the question whether it would still have any place (or role) of the law of the embedded national rule of law and welfare state.81

F. TRANSNATIONAL LAW AS THE DEMISE OF ‘LEGAL GEOMETRY’?82

We shall once more return to Habermas’ article83 on the crisis of the Welfare State and the exhaustion of utopian energies. Habermas refers to the historian Reinhard Koselleck and his work on the new time consciousness that emerges in the 18th century:

A consciousness of time and the future begins to develop in the shadows of absolutist politics, first in secret, later openly, sustained by an audacious combination of politics and prophecy. There enters into the philosophy of progress a typical eighteenth-century mixture of rational prediction and salvational expectation. Progress occurred to the extent that the state and its


prognostication was never able to satisfy soteriological demands which persisted when a state whose own existence depended upon the elimination of millenarian expectations.\textsuperscript{84}

It is the dramatic realization of the unavailability of the future and the doubtfulness of the nation-state’s past in face of emerging transnational regulatory regimes that might explain the urgency with which scholars today are engaged in the design of legal architectures for world society. Such exercises have long been forced to shed their optimism and innocence: too overwhelming proves the realization of (the recurrence, continuation of) exclusion, violence and stratification.\textsuperscript{85}

And yet, the shadow of the state continues to loom large: the challenge amidst a dynamic debate over the future of international relations and international law\textsuperscript{86} continues to be the translation between the semantics of ‘law and politics’ developed within the nation-state onto the transnational arena. For the time being, the distinct quality of the ‘post-national constellation’\textsuperscript{87} seems to block our view back to the learning experiences within the nation-state. In this constellation it might be of some merit to focus on the relations between the parallels amongst the legal theoretical and legal sociological methodological instruments that have been evolving inside and outside of the nation state, if only to realize that at the core lies a new understanding of society and of its law. This understanding would be grounded in the realization that society is a world society and that our learned ways in tracing the evolution of law, economics, the state and ‘society’ reflect the particular historical and cultural contexts and experiences out of which such accounts of society have been arising.\textsuperscript{88} Such an approach would not be justifiable on the basis alone of wanting to avoid a crude transfer of nation-state originating legal methodologies into the discourses around transnational regulatory regimes; rather, the realization of the importance of the local would not have to lead us to the preaching of a possibly desired return to a world before globalization, but instead the emerging project would be about a reconnection between the evolution of legal semantics in different places, times and spaces. In other words, it would be about the connection between critical investigations into the tension between the legal and non-legal space within a highly regulated, adjudicated and administered space\textsuperscript{89} on the one


\textsuperscript{87} Jürgen Habermas, \textit{The Postnational Constellation} (2001).

\textsuperscript{88} For a discussion see John Meyer et al., \textit{World Society and the Nation-State}, 103 \textit{American Sociological Review} 144-181 (1997).

hand and a seemingly more amorphous space on the other. From that perspective, we are likely to gain a better view on such fields that so far might have been the terrain of specialized discourses, including the transnationalization of labour movements and employment and workplace regulations, migration and citizenship, the transformation of actual and theoretical access and user conditionalities of educational facilities as well as questions arising from the administration of cities with regard to exclusion and inclusion of urban populations. Further fields that demand a more concentrated investigation into their transnational dimension between the local and the global are employment and corporate law as well as the connection between these mostly isolated discourses. With regard to ‘practical legal questions’ or to the neverending need to justify interdisciplinary and methodological inquiry into legal doctrine, it is obvious that there is much that legal sociology and theory have to offer. That legal sociology is ‘in a crisis’ might thus be somewhat exaggerated. But, at the same time, there is no compelling reason to assume that current reform processes in legal education were in fact whole- or even halfheartedly taking the hands that legal sociology and theory are extending into their direction. How come?
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